
Bingo (Was His Name-O)

Brain Challenge
Think of an action for each of
the letters and do the action
as you sing them out loud
and then when you sing them
in your head.
Think of some other
characters or people's jobs
who could have a dog -
barber, plumber, astronaut ...

Choose another name for the dog and
spell out this word. What about
A.L.F.I.E
Think of a different sound to make for
each letter and sing that sound instead
of the silent letter
Sing each verse in the voice of the
owner - farmer, alien, dancer, rock star

Car Journey Ideas

Clap and pat as you sing
the verse and then do an
action for each silent
letter. Here are some
ideas.
B - tap head
I - tap shoulders
N - tap thighs
G - clap
O - click fingers

CLAPPING GAMES

#1
Have a fun afternoon
dressing up as the different
characters of the song or
make masks for each
character - farmer, alien,
dancer, rock star

Dressing Up Game

Click the links to

explore!

Sing along
to the track
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How many other languages?
We'll start you off...

Pass the Squirble round as you sing and
stop and do some actions as you spell
out BINGO. One way could be to bounce
the squirble on the silent letters and keep
it still when you call them out. Although
when you call out 'O' with the rockstar,
it's fun to all lift the squirble above your
heads rather than keeping it still.

Bingo (Was His Name-O)
#2

Have a go at singing
the song in English and
the letters of BINGO in
a different language. 

Musical Activity with a
Scrunch/Squirble

Walking Around the Room

Walk as you sing the song and
then stop and stamp your feet as
you spell out BINGO.
Walk as you sing the song and
then face someone and clap/pat
their hands as you spell out BINGO

Have you Heard Our Other
Songs? Good For...

Counting with Queens Pirates
and Astronauts
Head shoulders Knees and Toes
Two Things - Action Song
Can you do it too?
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